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A respected therapist and addictions expert shares the powerful story of
her own recovery from sexual addiction.In this intensely personal
account, Staci Sprout traces her journey from the painful world of
sexual intrigue and addiction right into a life of healing and purpose.
The wisdom that emerges will end up being both a roadmap and an
inspiration to anyone, male or female, who struggles with sexual
addiction —, author of "" Childhood sexual abuse and exposure to
pornography got ignited a drive to become sexual that ultimately
threatened to unravel her sanity and her lifestyle. Desperate for
relief, she attempted psychotherapy, hypnotism, bodywork, and
traditional and pagan spirituality. Nothing helped until a close to-
death encounter became a turning point and she discovered her way in to
the rooms of 12-Step recovery for sex addiction." Ultimately free of
compulsive sexual behavior, Sprout specializes in making things correct
with those she’s harmed, and on discovering what healthy romance and
sexuality might appear to be. What she ultimately finds is certainly
beyond her wildest dreams.D. Naked in public areas is a powerful and
inspiring story that speaks to the courage that underlies recovery from
childhood sexual misuse, sexual shame and sex addiction. She was an
honors student and cheerleader, and later on a gifted young sociable
worker. and to themselves.—With sensitivity and compelling detail,
Sprout writes as a compassionate insider in regards to a world most
haven't seen: intimate gatherings of men and a few women determined to
heal from the sickness that was ruining their lives.Probably the most
compelling recovery tales I've go through.Naked in Public is a gripping
accounts of a woman who refuses to quit in her battle for dignity and
freedom. In this memoir, Staci Sprout really 'leads with
vulnerability.'” *PICTURES: Striking pictures from the author's
distinctive phases of lifestyle (childhood, teen years, young adulthood,
engaging in sexual recovery, and recent) bring the story further to
life. Claudia Dark, Ph. This publication is for all people who wonder if
their tale will ever have a content ending. But her life acquired a dark
twist that also her closest friends didn’Intimate Treason" and “IT MIGHT
Never Eventually Me!t suspect.
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Wow. Wow. (Then again, I must say i believe we just see issues when
we're able, and my vision was obscured during the many years I was
married to an addict myself. First of all, Staci offers been my
therapist for days gone by four a few months, and during this time I
have only skilled her as a curing channel of light and like -- which is
why reading her memoir impacted me therefore much. Staci is made an
indelible effect on the lives of several many people in Seattle through
her are a therapist, and today she's continuing that sort out the
written phrase.stays well repressed of their core. This publication
really illustrates the curing magic possible when one is determined to
change and ready to do the required work to transcend the past. It's
also influenced me, and helped me obtain that my recovery is not only
about me anymore, but it's about the hundreds or thousands of people I
could help through finding a method through the gauntlet of life without
having to rely on aged and toxic means of thinking and living. In the
event that you relate to the struggles of sex/like/porn addiction, or
understand a person who does, this publication will shed light on both
the factors behind such troubles, as well as the solutions. Events of a
sexual character are communicated respectfully in the context of
recovery, and the sense of wholesome joy & Staci's composing is
riveting, articulate, courageous therefore honest. It really is
inspirational to learn how dedication to healing can create precisely
that.I possibly could not put it straight down until We finished it. It
still left me inspired, relocated and a sense of connection to the
writer.This book helped the reader understand the etiology of sex
addiction along with the way to avoid it of its horrific grasp. It's
been such a long time since I go through a book beginning to end and as
quickly as this. A true tale of recovery & I read this book in a single
day. A must-go through for anyone influenced by addiction This
stunningly well-written and beautiful memoir describes the author's
experience of the the taboo and highly misunderstood topic of sexual
addiction. It is a page turner with deep compassion. Many thanks Staci
for composing your transformational story. I was engrossed in her story
from begin to finish. I then found out my hubby of 30+ years was dealing
with sex addiction and am healing from his disclosure. I came across
hope in your tale, I'm deeply grateful for you.I'll definitely be
recommending your reserve to my clients and their own families
struggling from Sex Addiction as a tale of hope. The story balances
happy, strengthening thoughts with challenges therefore the reader isn't
overwhelmed when problems are resolved. And I'm so content for you
Stacy!! which is just about all of us. I recommend "Rigorous Honesty"
and "Half Measures Avail Us Absolutely nothing" are the two terms which
come to my brain as I believe about my whirlwind initial read of this
publication. In the muddled globe of addiction, co-addiction and
recovery, we are able to trick ourselves in an infinite variety of
methods. As honesty starts pervading our recovery, additionally it is



the bedrock of progress. I'm going to be recommending it to every female
I fulfill in my recovery out of this point forward. I came across it in
this book. As I go through, I thought to myself, "If she could be honest
about this, I could be honest about that in my life." It was also very
enlightening if you ask me to observe how 12 steppers can use, say,
alcoholism, as their life struggle, when really, incest, or their own
sexual addiction, narcissim, etc. To learn about her difficulties,
trials, struggles and discomfort was such a surprise because it's hard
to assume someone as kind and smart as her could possess suffered
therefore much. This publication helped me evaluate many open loops in
my life, and I look forward to a more comprehensive reading. I was
deeply transferred by the honesty and amount of courage Staci offers in
telling her tale. Regardless of the breathtaking incompetence and
unethical behavior of the mental medical researchers encountered by the
writer on the way, this page-turner of a book is filled with redemption,
forgiveness and hope for the resilience of the human spirit,
demonstrating our innate travel to pursue our very own curing and the
shared humanity found in supporting the healing up process of others. A
uncommon, authentic and raw must-go through for all whose lives have
been impacted by addiction. Compelling page turning story of healing
from sex addiction! healing Gratitude overwhelms as We’ve read this
book, and the evidence is in the many highlighted & Staci Sprout is a
courageous smart author with great clarity in her composing. And the
understanding that we’ve each surely got to define that term (among
others) for ourselves is priceless. iPhone, some of which appeared in my
own texts to friends & family & Five Stars Amazing book! screenshot
sections & She seems to intuit the crucial components of her life story
& procedure that convey steps (not referring to 12-stage group
curriculum here) had a need to illuminate a therapeutic path for fellow
survivors of abuse & people who have a problem with various
addictions.Thank you, thank you, thank you. Powerful, Riveting and
Courageous. overcome the forces which have taken the pleasure from the
lives of therefore many. Here’s evidence, recovery can be done! excerpts
in my own Kindle & Powerful, raw, and accurate -- an amazing gift of
story Oh goodness, the place to start? Great reserve. I've known Staci
since elementary college (I'm Kat in another of the first chapters), and
I can attest to how she held her struggles close while preserving the
authentically kind, smart and funny self that people all knew and
treasured. As a long-period friend there were parts of the story which
were hard to read--I thought back to situations in college, back to
conversations we got in our twenties and thirties, and specific things
make more feeling now. Thank you for having the courage to talk about
your tale. Wow wow wow. I couldn't put this reserve down! Clearly
Staci's route had taken her where she needed to go, and her hard-won
growth has resulted in such a lovely story of healing and redemption. I
have great respect on her behalf bravery and dedication to sharing her



life lessons with others, and I would recommend this book for anybody
whose lifestyle has been impacted by addiction...! Wow!Naked in public
areas is a must read and I look forward to more simply by this same
author. Becoming in the beginning phases of my recovery,i must say thank
you. Thank you for writing this reserve and displaying me that I'm not
alone and how wonderful life can turn from the other part of this
addiction. This is a startlingly honest reserve, beautifully written and
so, so life-giving. Even if we can't relate to some life experiences in
this publication, or are even wish to shun them, honesty is usually
something to be respected and strived for. Loved this! So, it's actually
eye-opening to hear about it from a female perspective. The title of the
book is wonderful, because that is precisely what Staci Sprout did in
creating it -- She has written so honestly and openly about her
experiences that she has essentially completely bared herself to us, the
readers, concerning her lengthy journey to recovery from her multiple
addictions. I especially identified with being truly a therapist and
getting betrayed and lied to, and feeling shame that some how I will
have known. Inspirational, compelling, and authentic. I wish I'd known
how to enter in at the time, to request better questions. It'll be a
beacon of expect those fighting this addiction. actually my facebook
profile- and in my journal entries as I’ve read.) But onward! Very
relateable Must Read! This reserve will be of incredible help to anyone
who has had their very own struggles relating to sexual behaviors, drugs
and alcohol, and food, as they accompany Staci on her behalf trip of
recovery. And for those of you who (fortunately) haven't had these
encounters, the book will certainly increase your empathy and knowledge
of anyone who has. I highly recommend Staci Sprout's book! Great
story...real-existence struggle and victory over sex-addiction! I got
lots of worth from reading Staci's memoire from recovering from sex
addiction. I often associate sex-addiction as a man problem. Fantastic
read. I gave the publication 4 stars because I wanted to hear even more
about the recovery than the addiction, but besides that, I think it's a
significant book for females to learn who might question if they are
dependent on sex. Thanks a lot, Staci, for your honesty! Five Stars A
deeply healing, inspiring, honest, and readable book!
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